The state network is pre-compiled from a linear lexicon and phonetic decision trees. The linear lexicon defines a list of words with their monophone sequence. A three-word linear lexicon is given in Fig. 1 If CW triphone models are used, the monophone sequence is converted into a triphone sequence. According to their positions, the triphone sequence can be separated into three parts: the initial fanin triphone, the middle triphones and the final fan-out triphone. Here, the initial fan-in triphones are context dependent variants of the initial phone which are expanded according to any possible left CW contexts. Similarly, the final fan-out triphones are variants of the final phone according to any possible right CW contexts. Sharing both the fan-in and fan-out triphones lead to a phonetic network. Together with phonetic decision trees which give a clustering of the HMM states, the phonetic network can be expanded into an original state network. Figure 2 shows the original state network for the three-word lexicon (the special words ! SENT_START, !SENT.END and! SENT.PAUSE used for denoting the silence at sentence borders or shorter pause inside a sentence are omitted in the network for clarity). In Fig. 2 , a triphone instance with central phone b, left con- •E ROOT node is the root of the state network.
• WE node is used to mark the end of a word.
•E FI node is used to gather the fan-in triphones with identical initial phone and left intra-word context.
•E FO node is used to gather the fan-out triphones with identical final phone and left inter-word context.
•E WI node is used to store the word identity.
Three types of state nodes are defined: SP, AW and DW.
•E SP node is tied with a sp state for allowing an optional period of silence between word instances.
•E AW nodes are nodes between FI and WI nodes.
•E DW nodes are nodes between WI and SP nodes.
Constructing the State Network
Three steps are taken to construct the state network.
Step 1: Build an original state network by clustering the fan-in and fan-out triphones. An example is shown in Fig. 3 The final state network for the three-word lexicon. •E Create the mid-part and put WI node at the end.
•E Create the fan-in triphones if not existed in the initial part and link them to corresponding FT nodes and the first state node of the mid-part.
•E Create the fan-out triphones and append the SP and WE nodes if not existed in the final part, and link them to corresponding FO and FI nodes.
Step 2: Optimize the network by a forward node-merge process, which is implemented recursively starting from FI nodes and FO nodes in left-to-right direction. Figure  4 shows the concept of the forward node-merge process: Three requirements must be met for two tokens to be considered equivalent:
•E Reside in the same node of the network.
•E Contain the same current word identity.
• •E Recursions at AW, DW, SP nodes:
•E Recursions at WI, WE nodes: Table 2 Size and perplexity of the bigram and trigram. 
Language Modeling and Compression
The SRILM tools [20] were used to build the N-gram language models. The LM training data consists of four parts: the transcriptions of the acoustic training data, general web data provided by the University of Washington [19] , selfcollected data using Google with N-gram queries from transcriptions and news corpora of 2005. The HDev04-I was used as a holdout set to optimize LM perplexity. The interpolating LM models were primarily in ARPA format. They were converted and quantized into a binary compact format. As Table 2 shows, the quantization-based LM compression technique can reduce the size of LM by a factor of two. The LM perplexities (PP) of the bigram and trigram models on HDev04-II and 863Test05 are also given. Table 3 gives detail information of the resulting networks by using 179 mono phones for a size of 44 902 word set. Performing forward-backward node-merge process reduces the memory by a factor of 4 for within-word (WW) context and by a factor of 16 for CW context. By contrast, using CW context only increases the memory size of final network from 2.19MB to 2.66MB. These results clearly indicate the efficiency of the proposed forward-backward nodemerge process, especially under CW context constrains. The CW final network were used in the following experiments. It is organized as a 69-layer network.
State Network Building

LM Look-Ahead
In the first set of experiments on HDev04-II, the effect of LM look-ahead on the size of search space and Chinese character error rate (CER) are investigated. Figure 5 shows the results by varying the acoustic beam width fAC The effect of language model look-ahead. (in log likelihood) while keeping the other parameters fixed (logfWE=200, logfWI=200, logfDw=200, MaxT oken= 1000k). Without LM look-ahead, using a beam width of 150 consumes 226k average active tokens per frame but only reaches a CER of 47.9%. Under unigram look-ahead, using a beam width of 140 achieves a CER of 46.8% with 110k average tokens. Under bigram look-ahead, using 130 achieves the same CER with only 44k average tokens. In total, using bigram look-ahead against no look-ahead reduces the search space by a factor of more than five without introducing any search errors.
Beam Pruning
In the second set of experiments on HDev04-II, the effect of several pruning techniques on the size of search space and CER are investigated. First, the acoustic pruning is investigated. For the bigram look-ahead case in Fig. 5 , using a beam width of 110 compared to 130 results in a factor of four reductions in the number of average tokens and only increases the error rate from 46.8% to 47.4%.
Next, the layer-dependent pruning is investigated. Figure 6 shows the results. By using WI pruning the search space is reduced by a factor of 2.6 (from 11.04k for fWI= 200 to 4.27k for fWI=50) at a loss of absolute 0.2% error rate (from 47.4% to 47.6%). By using DW pruning, the search space is further reduced by a factor of 1. In bigram case, HDecode can not reach real-time performance for this spontaneous 40k word set task. At a RTF of 1.01 the CER is only 51.5%. Compared to the best CER of 46.1% at a RTF of 5.66, search errors (i.e, errors that are caused by loosing the most probable state sequences due to pruning) account for 10.5% of total error rate. In contrast for TDecode, by using the additional layer-dependent pruning and LM cache technique, at a RTF of 0.98 the CER is 46.2%. Compared to the best CER of 45.8% at a RTF of 1.71, search errors only account for 1% of total error rate. Furthermore, compared to HDecode with a best CER of 46.1%, TDecode achieves a best CER of 45.8%. This improvement is made due to the more refined processes for long or short silence in TDecode.
In trigram case, some improvements in CER are obtained for two decoders. However, the runtime and memory requirements increase, especially for HDecode. With the guarantee that search errors account for less than 1% of total error rates, HDecode requires five times real-time, while TDecode is still capable of reaching real-time performance with half of memory usage.
Conclusions
This paper presents a time-synchronous decoder that is able to integrate all the knowledge sources in single pass. The pronunciation lexicon together with cross-word triphone contexts and phonetic decision trees are pre-compiled into the novel compact state network. To obtain the real time performance even with good accuracy, two main ways are proposed. One is to dynamically incorporate the LM information as early as possible by means of word identity forwarding, LM look-ahead and LM cache techniques. Another is to reduce the search space as much as possible by means of compact state network and efficient pruning techniques especially the additional layer-depend pruning.
Three sets of experiments are carried out on Mandarin spontaneous speech corpus. The first two sets of experiments on the development set HDev04-II show that using bigram look-ahead leads to a reduction of search space by a factor of more than five without introducing any search errors. The combination of several pruning techniques, especially the layer-dependent pruning, is able to further reduce the search space by a factor of twenty at a lost of absolute 0.8% error rateeThe last comparative experiments with HDecode on the test set 863Test05 show that, with trigram language model and cross-word triphone contexts, the proposed decoder can achieve real-time performance (5 times faster than HDecode) and consume half of memory of HDecode even with slightly better recognition accuracy. 
